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Abstract 
Let n and kl,kz,...,k” be integers with n > 1 and ki22 for ldi<n. We show that there 
exists a C,-factorization of ny=, C,, if and only if s = 2’ with 2 <t < kl + . . . + k.. We also 
settle the problem of cycle factorizations of the d-cube. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Graph decompositions and products 
A sequence HI, HZ, . . . , H,, of graphs with union G is called a decomposition of G 
in case each edge of G is in Hi for exactly one i, and in this case we write G = 
HI +Hz+..- + H,,. If in addition the subgraphs Hi are all isomorphic to H, then we 
write G = nH, say that H divides G, and write H(G. 
We call a subgraph F of G a factor of G if it contains all the vertices of G. If in 
addition each component of F is isomorphic to H, we call F an H-factor of G. A 
decomposition of G into H-factors is called an H-factorization of G, and in this case 
we write HIIG. 
Let Hl,Hz,... , H,, be a decomposition of a graph G. We write G = HI +s H2 +s. * . +s 
H,, =rb, Hi if each subgraph Hi is a factor of G, and G = HI +d H2 i-d. * + -t-d H,, = 
‘)& Hi if the subgraphs Hi are pairwise vertex disjoint. 
If G1 and G2 are graphs with vertex sets VI and V2, respectively, then their product 
is the graph G1 x G2 with vertex set VI x V2 and {(u~,u~),(u~,o~)} an edge if and 
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only if {ui,ui} is an edge of Gi and u2 = u2 or zq = ~1 and {u2,u2} is an edge of 
Gz. It is easily proved that if G; has ui vertices and ei edges, 1 < i < n, then n Gi has 
n Ui vertices and c ei njzi Vj edges. We use the terminology of [3]. 
The decomposition of graphs has been, and remains, the focus of a great deal 
of research (see [4] for a thorough discussion of the subject). In particular, Kk- 
decompositions of K,, and Ck-decompositions of K,, have received much 
attention. For an excellent reference on cycle decompositions, the reader is directed 
to [8]. 
In this article we investigate cycle factorizations of HZ, c2k,, where n and ki, 
k2 , . . . , k, are integers 2 2. 
We use the following result of Stong [9] on Hamilton decompositions of the product 
of two Hamilton decomposable graphs. Stong’s result subsumes earlier results on the 
same topic by Kotzig [7], Foregger [5] and Aubert and Schneider [ 1,2]. 
Theorem A. Let GI and G2 be graphs that are decomposable into n and m Hamilton 
cycles, respectively, with n <m. Then G1 x G2 is Hamilton decomposable tf one of 
the following holds: 
(1) m<3n, 
(2) n>3, 
(3) ]V(GI)] is even, or 
(4) 1 V(G2)] ~6[m/n] - 3, where [xl is the least integer greater than or equal to X. 
We state two lemmas which extend in an obvious way to sums with more than two 
terms. Their straightforward proofs will be omitted. 
Lemmal. WehaueHx(Gl+dGz)=(HxGl)+d(HxG2). 
Lemma 2. We have (HI +$ HZ) x (GI +S G2) = (HI x GI ) +S (Hz x G2). 
2. Expanding decompositions 
As usual, C,,, denotes a cycle with m edges. We allow m = 2 in some preliminary 
results. We identify the vertices of C,,, with Z,, with i adjacent to i + 1. If x is a 
k-tuple, let x[i] denote the ith component of x. Let 
Let E = {E E (0, l,-l}k:& ]&[i]] = 1). W e can represent any path in G by 
P=(u+&&j:t=o,l)...) n), where u E V(G) and sj E E for all j. Call this path 
i-closed if ‘& ej[i] = 0 (mod mi). If P is a cycle, then P is i-closed for all i. Call 
P i-local if cJ!=,ej[i] = 0. Call a decomposition of G into cycles i-local if every cycle 
in the decomposition is i-local. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be as above, suppose 1 <h <k, and let 
G’ = C,,,, x C,,,, x . . . x C,,,_, x C,,, x C,,,,,, x ’ . . x Cmk, 
where q is a positive integer. Suppose that G has an h-local Cr-decomposition (C,.- 
factorization). Then G’ has a Cr-decomposition (Cr-factorization). Furthermore, if 
1 <h’ < k and the decomposition of G is h’-local, then so is the decomposition 
of G’. 
Proof. We will apply the theory of voltage graphs [6]. The base graph will be G 
and the group 2,. Orient the edge e = {u, u + E} of G from u to v if e[i] = 1 for 
some i, and assign it the voltage or(e) E Z,, where a(e) = 1 if i = h and u[i] = -1, 
and tx(e) = 0 otherwise. Then it can easily be seen that the derived graph G” of the 
voltage graph (G,a) is isomorphic to G’ if the orientations of its edges are ignored. 
Each h-local r-cycle of G has net voltage 0, which has order 1 in Z,. Then according 
to Theorem 2.1.3 of [6] each such cycle corresponds to q vertex-disjoint cycles of the 
same length in G’. 
If we have a &factorization of G, we can partition the cycles of the decomposition 
into edge-disjoint 2-factors, and these lift to edge-disjoint 2-factors of G’. 
The last statement of the theorem is clear from how the decomposition of G’ is 
defined. 0 
3. Factorizations of products of two cycles 
In this section we give two theorems and a lemma concerning factorizations of the 
products of two cycles. We use the abbreviations 1 for (l,O), i for (- 1, 0), 2 for (0, l), 
and 2 for (0,-l). The path in C, x C, with vertices v,v+al,v+al +az,...,v+al + 
. . + a, will be abbreviated v + al a2 . . . a,,, and we use exponents to indicate repeated 
symbols. 
Theorem 2. Let m 22, n 2 1 and q 2 1 be integers. Then C4,,,,,]]&,, x Cznq. 
Proof. We decompose C2,,, x C2,, into two Hamilton cycles, namely 
,,g = (o,o) + (2131y-12 (2i2(m-1)212(m-l))n-1 1~2”’ 1 
and 
B = (0,O) + ( lZZn-’ 122”-1)m-2 1T2’-’ 1(122i22)“-‘21212. 
These are pictured in Fig. 1. (Note that the order of the vertices is changed for B to 
simplify the picture.) By examining Fig. 1 it can be verified that these are Hamilton 
cycles. It may also be checked that A and B have no common edges. For example 
















the ‘horizontal’ edges {(x, y), (X + 1, y)} of A with y = 0 are exactly those with 
x=13 , , . . . ,2m - 1, while the corresponding edges of B have x = 0,2,. . . ,2m - 2. The 
other rows and columns can be checked similarly. 
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Since 2 and 3 appear the same number of times in A, and also in B, these cycles 
are 24ocal. Thus, the result follows from Theorem 1. 0 
Theorem 3. Let p, q, and m be positive integers. Then &,,(~CZ,,,~ x Czmq if either 
m > 1 or else p > 1 and q > 1. 
Proof. We start with the case m > 1, where we will first show that Cd,,, 1 (C& x Cr.,,,. 
The factors will consist of cycles 
A, = (2r,2r) + 1 2m--12~2m-15, O<r < m 
and 
B, = (2s,2s) + ?2m-1i22m-1 1, 0~s c m. 
These are easily seen to be cycles of length 4m. The cycles A, are vertex disjoint since 
the second coordinate of each vertex in A, is either 2r or 2r + 1. 
It remains to show that no edge is in both A, and B,. Suppose the horizontal edge 
{(%Y)9(X + l?Y)I is in both. Note that for this edge to be in B, we must have 
x = 2s - 1 and y = 2s or y = 2s + 1, while for it to be in A,. we must have 
x E {2r,2r f l,..., 2r + 2m - 2) and y = 2r or y = 2r + 1. Whether y is even or 
odd we conclude that r = s and so x = 2r - 1, a contradiction. The proof for vertical 
edges is similar. 
Since the cycles in the factorization are both l-local and 2-local, this case of the 
theorem follows from an application of Theorem 1. 
The remaining case is when m = 1 and p and q both exceed 1. Then it may be 
checked that the factors 
A,.,, = (2r,2s)+ 1212, O<r c p, O<s c q 
and 
B,, = (224,2v)+i%2, O<u < p, O<v < q 
work. 0 
Lemma 3. Let k and 1 be integers 2 2. Then C,l I& x C2f ifs = 2’ with 2 G t < k + 1. 
Proof. Let s = 2’ with 2<t<k + 1. Assume k<l. If t<k + 1, we apply Theorem 3 
with m = 2t-2, p = 2k+‘-’ and q = 2’+‘-t, while if t 2 k + 2, we apply Theorem 2 
with m = 2k-1, n = 2r-k-1 ad q = 2’+‘-‘. !J 
4. Factorizations of cycle products 
Lemma 4. Let j, k and 1 be integers > 2. Then C,( ICa x C& x C2l if s = 2’ with 
2<t<j+k+l. 
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Proof. First, we treat the case when t < j+ 1. Let J represent the graph with 2k vertices 
and no edges. We have 
= (c2k +,J) x ( Bc2’ +sx’c2t) (Lemma 3) 
= (&k x zC2:) +s (J x BC2’) (Lemma 2) 
=x(C2k x C2’) +,z(J x Cl’) (Lemma 1). 
This case now follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that C2’ 1 IJ x C2,. 
Now, assume t > j + 1. Let p = t - (j + Z)a 1. By Theorem 2 with m = 23’-i, 
n = 2P-‘, a d n q = 1 we have CD x C2P = A +s B, where A and B are 2-local 
Hamilton cycles of length 2j+P, as pictured in Fig. 1. We will extend this to a 
Hamilton factorization of CD x CzP x C21 = (A +s B) x C, where C = C~I, 
using the method of Aubert and Schneider [2]. They factor G = (A + B) x C 
into Hamilton cycles by first labeling the vertices of A + B as vi, ~2,. . . according to 
their order in B. In our case we will let vi = (0,2n - 1 ), 29 = (0, 0), etc. (See 
Fig. 1.) The vertices adjacent to vi in A are a = 274 = (1,2n - 1) and b = v4mn_6 = 
(0,2n - 2). 
First, Aubert and Schneider construct a Hamilton cycle C(l) in G in which all 
edges moving in the second coordinate come from edges of A. Since A has no 
edges in which the second coordinate changes from 2n - 1 to 0, the cycle C(l) is 
2-local. 
Then G\C(‘) is factored into two more Hamilton cycles, Cc2) and Cc3). All the 
edges of G\C(‘) that move in the second coordinate come from B except for some 
corresponding to the edge {ai, b} of A. The latter have the form {(0,2n - 1, i), 
(0,2n - 2, i)} in G. But G\C(‘) contains no edges where the second coordinate changes 
from 0 to 1, and so Cc2) and Cc3) are also 2-local. 
Thus, we have CD x CzP x C2t =E; &,+,+I =zi C2’, where each factor on the right 
is 2-local. Note that p = t - (j + Z) <j + k + I - 0’ + I) = k. Then by Theorem 1 with 
h=2andq=2k-PwehaveC2~](C~xC2k~C2i. 0 
Theorem 4. Let n and kl, k2 ,...,k, be integers with n > 1 and ki>2 for l<i<n. 
Then Cslln~=,C2ki ifandonly ifs=2’ with 2<tdkl+...+k,,. 
Proof. If C, I ( n c2kr, then, since the latter graph has 2 kl+.,+kn vertices, we must have 
42 kl+“‘+kn, from which it follows that s = 2’ with 1 <t < kl+. . e+k,,. Since the product 
has no parallel edges, t 2 2. 
The cases n = 2 and 3 of the converse are covered by Lemmas 3 and 4. Now 
assume we know that &I) nyz, C2k, whenever 2 <t < kl + + e . + k,,, where n is some 
integer 23. We will prove the n + 1 case. 
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Set K = kl + . . . + k,, . First, assume 2 < t GK. Let J represent the graph 
vertices and no edges. We have 
213 
with 2kn+l 
= ( 2 z Cz,) x (&+, +,$J) (induction hypothesis) 
x c2kn+, +Y$ ( X G) x J (Lemma 2) 
= z(c2’ X c&+, ) +s 2 E:(cz’ X J>, 
i=2 
where the last equality uses Lemma 1. It is easy to see that CZL 1l&l x J, and so our 
result now follows from Lemma 3. 
Now, assume K c t<K+k,+l, so that k, < t-K+k,<k,+k,+l. Then 
7&k = ($4 x (c24 x c,kn+,) 
= ( I$C2K-kn) x (xC,,-~+k. +S5JC2,-~+kR) (Theorem A and Lemma 3) 
= (C2K-kn x .&‘-K+& ) +S (( ZC~K-&) x ~c2M+kn) (Lemma 2) 
= x(C2K-kn x C2’-K+kn ) +s x (( gc2K-kn) x c2+K+kn) (Lemma 1) 
=x ( 8C~l) +S z ( ~CZI) (Lemma 3 and Theorem A) 
n+l 
This completes the proof. ??
Theorem 5. For j = l,..., n, let Gj be a graph such that Gj $$,x C2k,, where 
n > 1 and kj 22 for 1 <j <n. Then a sufJicient condition that C,J ( nJ=, Gj is that 
s = 2’, 2<t<kl + ... + k,. Zf ny=, IV(Gj)l = 2k1+“+kn, then this condition is also 
necessary. 
Proof. If 26tdkl+...+k,, we have 
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Conversely, if we have ny=, 1 F’(Gj)I = 2kl+“‘+kn, then l-&i Gj has 2kl+‘.‘+kn vertices 
and no parallel edges, and so C,) I&, Gj implies s = 2’ with 2 < t < ki + . . . + k,, . ??
5. An application to cubes 
The d-cube, denoted Qd, is defined to be (Kz)~. It is easily seen that Qd has 2d 
vertices, each of degree d, and d2d-’ edges, and is bipartite. Thus, if C,lQd, then s 
must be even. Since the degree of a vertex of Qd is twice the number of cycles in the 
decomposition that contain it, d must also be even. 
The following theorem completely settles the question of for which s and d we 
have C,llQd. 
Theorem 6. We have C, I led if and only if d is even and s = 2’, 2 < t Gd. 
Proof. If Csl(Qd, then we have already argued that d is even, say d = 2n. Then we 
have Qd = ((Kz)~)” = (Cd)n, and Theorem 4 shows that s = 2’ with 2 <t ,<d. 
Conversely, if d = 2n and s = 2’, 2 <t <d, then Theorem 4 tells us that 
C, I ((Cd)” = Qd except possibly for n = 1, which entails only Cd ( [Cd. 0 
Although if d is odd we cannot hope to find a cycle factorization of Qd, we can do 
so up to a l-factor. 
Theorem 7. Let d 2 3 be odd and suppose 2 < t <d. Then there exists a l-factor F 
of Qd such that C2,llQd\F. 
Proof. We can think of Qd = Qd-i x K2 as the disjoint union of two graphs G and G’, 
each isomorphic to Qd-1, and to each other via v -+ v’, along with all edges {v, v’}. 
Then if 2 <t <d - 1 we have C2’-factorizations of G and G’ by Theorem 5. These 
can be combined into a &-factorization of Qd\F, where F is the union of all the 
edges {v, v’ } . 
The case where t = d remains. We know that G has a decomposition into cy- 
cles Hi,&..., H, of length 2d-‘, where r = (d - 1)/2. We claim we can find dis- 
tinct vertices vi, WI, 02, w2 , . . . , v,, W, such that {Vi, wi} is an edge of Hi for 1~ i < r. 
For suppose we have found vi, wi,vz, w2 ,,e., vj,wj, with j < r. Then 2j < 2r = 
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d - 1 <2d-2, since d > 3. Thus we have used up fewer than half the vertices of Hi+, 
and can choose Vj+t and wj+t. This proves the claim. 
Now from each pair Hi,H; in G and G’ we form a cycle of length 2d by removing 
the edges {vi, wi} and {vi, WI} and inserting {ui, 0;) and {wi, w:}. Since the u’s and 
w’s are distinct this leaves a l-factor in &. 0 
The authors would like to thank the referee for providing a proof of Lemma 4. They 
would also like to thank Douglas West for pointing out that Theorem 1 follows from 
the theory of voltage graphs. 
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